
We form lasting relationships with our customers by helping

them maintain their quality systems once they are certified. 

Here's WHaT a FeW oF our clienTs say abouT THe resulTs We Have

ProDuceD For THeir organizaTions:

TL 9000 Experts

BIZPHYX assists

organizations of any size

reduce costs, improve

productivity and gain a

competitive advantage

in corporate and 

government supply chains

by helping them implement

quality standards such as

TL 9000, ISO 9001

and ISO 14001.

ISO Quality Experts

testimonials
what customers say

TL 9000  • ISO 9001  • ISO 14001

Corporate Headquarters

1910 Poplar Drive

Wylie, Texas 75098

tel: (972) 429-5560

Dallas • Atlanta • Tampa

www.bizphyx.com

OUTSTANDING SERVICE

"As an implementation partner you provide 

a plethora of useful tools and materials 

including useful document templates, project

tracking tools, guidance, encouragement and

training offerings.  Your service is outstanding.

This was my second full QMS development 

and implementation in the telecommunication

industry.  I worked with a different partner in

my prior company whom I hold in high regard,

but I hold BIZPHYX in the highest esteem." 

-STEPHEN, THE ALTA GROUP 

ATTENTION TO DETAIL  

"At the outset the project appeared as voluminous

and daunting.  Under the consistent guidance 

and personal counsel provided by Mr. Clancy, 

the Quality Management System project evolved

and came to a successful fruition.  Teltech

received its TL 9000 and ISO 9001:2000 

certification.  This success is in large part due 

to the great attention to detail and unwavering

support provided by BIZPHYX." 

-LISA, TELTECH TELECOMMUNICATIONS

PRODUCE RESULTS

"Our experience with  BIZPHYX was very

positive, but most importantly produced

impressive results, including our certification

to the TL 9000 standard.  Their consulting staff

was professional, courteous and well trained.  

The project was well managed from start to

finish, resulting in our company accomplishing

its goals."

-TREVOR, KGP TELECOMMUNICATIONS

EASY TO WORK WITH

"...Jennifer is such a pleasure to work with.

She really takes the anxiety out of this process.

Everyone enjoyed working with her during  

the audit.  We especially have only wonderful

things to say having spent the last 10 months

on the project with her.

Thank you all for everything."

-WORLDWIDE SUPPLY

For additional testimonials visit: www.bizphyx.com/aboutbizphyx/ourresults.html


